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16:30 CHELTENHAM, 2m 87y 

Harrison James & Hardie Maiden Hurdle (Class 3) (4YO plus) 

No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 F2/1-2 ACCORD (IRE) 22 
b g Arcadio - Detente

6 11 - 0 T Scudamore
D G Bridgwater

-

Jockey Colours: Maroon, white hoop, maroon sleeves, black armlets, black cap, white diamond
Timeform says: Winning pointer who shaped encouragingly on Rules debut when runner-up
in Warwick novice last month, pulling clear of the remainder. Entitled to come on for that and
should have more to offer.  (Forecast 15.00)

Notes: 

2 3/FB93U
-

BIGPIPENOTOBACEE (IRE) 182 
b g King's Theatre - Another Dollar

5 11 - 0 A P Heskin
T R George

-

Jockey Colours: Red and grey (quartered), hooped sleeves
Timeform says: Well held in a bumper on Rules debut but showed more spark on hurdles
bow at Southwell in March. Unseated rider at the first flight at Chepstow when last seen in
April but remains with potential.  (Forecast 17.00)

Notes: 

3 2222-2 CASPER KING (IRE) 13 BF 
b g Scorpion - Princess Supreme

5 11 - 0 R Johnson
P J Hobbs

123

Jockey Colours: Red, royal blue stars, hooped sleeves and star on cap
Timeform says: Runner-up to useful sorts first 2 starts over hurdles and probably bumped
into another one on return at Chepstow 2 weeks ago. Well up to winning a similar event.

 (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

4 1- CKALCO DES LOGES (FR) 209 
b g Balko - Olla Des Loges

4 11 - 0 Harry Skelton
D Skelton

-

Jockey Colours: Purple, orange star, hooped sleeves and stars on cap
Timeform says: Won maiden point on debut in March and has since joined top yard. Yard
took this with a smart type last year and the market should prove informative.  (Forecast
7.50)

Notes: 

5 GARO DE JUILLEY (FR) 
b g Ungaro - Lucy De Juilley

4 11 - 0 Sean Bowen
P F Nicholls

-

Jockey Colours: Violet and white check, white cap
Timeform says: Useful Flat performer in France for C. Weber last year. Leading yard have
been in fine form of late and he is a likely type on British/hurdles debut. Market should reveal
more.  (Forecast 6.50)

Notes: 

6 9-5 GULSHANIGANS 27 
b g Sakhee - Gulshan

4 11 - 0 Ryan Hatch (3)
N A Twiston-Davies

-

Jockey Colours: Royal blue, white epaulets, royal blue sleeves, white stars, royal blue cap, white star
Timeform says: Half-brother to fair hurdler Goldie Horn. Big gelding who is yet to better poor
form in a couple of bumpers and now has attentions switched to fences. Looks a more long-
term project, though.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

7 3P- KHEZERABAD (FR) 197 
ch g Dalakhani - Khelwa

4 11 - 0 D A Jacob
N J Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, dark green sleeves, dark green and emerald green quartered cap
Timeform says: Useful on Flat in France for Alain de Royer Dupre last year and showed
plenty of ability on hurdles debut in Grade 2 Adonis at Kempton. Out of depth in Grade 1 last
time but sets the standard.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 
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8 2- THEHOSSBEHIND (IRE) 503 
ch g Mahler - Bayloughbess

5 11 - 0 W T Kennedy
Ian Williams

-

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow star, yellow sleeves, black armlets, black cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Is bred for more stamina than speed but he shaped well on debut in
Worcester bumper in June. May do better in this sphere, but probably once contesting long-
distance handicap hurdles.  (Forecast 34.00)

Notes: 

9 7-1 THOMAS CAMPBELL 170 D 
b g Yeats - Hora

4 11 - 0 Nico de Boinville
N J Henderson

-

Jockey Colours: Grey, white epaulets, dark blue cap, yellow star
Timeform says: Looked a good prospect when winning Kelso bumper by 14 lengths in May.
He's in top hands and is one to look forward to in novice hurdles this year.  (Forecast
7.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: KHEZERABAD displayed plenty of ability on hurdles debut last season and is
best forgiven his last start when out of his depth in a Grade 1 at Aintree. He is expected to take
advantage of this drop in class on return and open his account over hurdles, possibly at the main
expense of Casper King, though Garo de Juilley and Ckalco des Loges are a couple of interesting
hurdling debutants.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: KHEZERABAD 
2: CASPER KING 
3: GARO DE JUILLEY


